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Since the 1990s, research has been carried out worldwide into the relationship between ‘civil society’ (an organised, self-aware society) and the formation of democracy. Dutch historians have to date shown little interest in this field of research, although the case of the Netherlands is an interesting one, both historically and in terms of current affairs. This article makes a case for the relevance of Dutch history to the debate on civil society in relation to three points. Firstly, where civil society is a phenomenon of the eighteenth and above all the nineteenth centuries, the society of the Republic demonstrates that a corporatist order can show characteristics of a civil society. Secondly, the factor of religion can be an important element in the promotion of social commitment. Thirdly, Dutch history flags up a paradox: it seems that a highly developed, civil society can rather limit than promote the need for political democracy and the recognition of an independent political sphere.

Civil society as a research theme

‘Civil society’ has proven one of the most successful concepts, both in the social sciences and in public debate, as is evident from the profusion of publications on the subject that have appeared in the past two decades. Although it harks back to republican discourse and political philosophy of the early modern age, the concept made a comeback in the 1980s in circles of East European dissident intellectuals. Faced with an overwhelming and repressive state, they entertained the ideal of a distinct social realm leaving space for free social organization and development.¹ The notion of ‘civil society’ has referred to the recognition and the quality of society, and to the spread of civic attitudes. The concept has posited, firstly, a social and public sphere distinct from the market, the state and the private domain of family and clan relations. Secondly, it has referred to the degree of self-organization, civic commitment and voluntary association a society demonstrates. Thirdly, and more normatively, it has assumed that citizens can cope with plurality and differences, and have a sense of common interest.
Having initially been an issue mainly within the social and political sciences, during the past decade, civil society has become an object of study among historians too. They have begun to explore civil society as a research subject: in a national context, as a transnational phenomenon and within a comparative perspective. Indeed, it is ‘a deeply historical concept’. Historians arrived at the subject by a roundabout route. About 1980, social and cultural history had taken an interest in the study of Enlightenment ‘sociability’. At the same time, in the 1980s and 1990s, an impressive research programme ran in Germany on Bürgerhum (citizenship and the middle class) and Bürgerlichkeit (middle-class culture). Apart from these issues, yet relevant to the study of civil society, is the extensive field of urban history, dealing with aspects of the city as a system, the urban community and the urban way of life. Although urban history research isn’t concerned with civil society as such, in recent
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years the subject has indeed become a research topic among students of urban history.\(^6\) Despite growing international interest, Dutch historians have shown little interest in addressing such questions, however. Contributions by Dutch historians to international projects and volumes on civil society are rare.\(^7\) In some cases, foreign historians have dealt with aspects of civil society in Dutch history.\(^8\) Several explanations can be put forward for this reluctance. Dutch historiography of the modern period has developed without much attention from historians outside of the Netherlands for what had become of a country of little consequence; in marked contrast to the lively interest shown in the age of the Dutch Republic and in colonial history, when the Netherlands was a true international power. Moreover, since the nineteenth century, Dutch culture has been mainly receptive and has made a prudently pragmatic use of models, ideas and movements developed abroad. As a result, modern Dutch history may well be ‘interesting and unique in certain ways’, but it is still ‘very much part of the North-West European mainstream’, as an English textbook puts it.\(^9\)

Over the past twenty-odd years, Dutch historians have conducted a good deal of research on the culture of sociability or associational life in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and on subjects such as middle-class culture, urban history, liberalism, political culture and the formation of modern democracy in the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. There has been no focus on civil society, however. A discussion on the merits of the concept has recently started, but historians have been reluctant to adopt the concept as a particularly workable tool with which to interpret and structure
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the past, due to its ambiguity and its normative, political overtones. Besides, the praise of civil society smacks too much of a fundamental dislike of state power, which may be a distinctive feature of American and British history, but which does not resonate in the Dutch situation.10

Yet the Dutch absence in the international civil society discussion may well strike historians as odd. Since the days of the Dutch Republic, the Netherlands has had a reputation for being an outstandingly civic and bourgeois, egalitarian, liberal and tolerant society. The Dutch language developed a rich vocabulary to denote a variety of voluntary civic associations at an early stage. Whereas the English vocabulary heaps together most varieties under ‘societies’ and ‘associations’, the Dutch language distinguishes a dozen words, taken from old communal arrangements, business relationships and guild culture.11 And today, the Netherlands is generally regarded as one of the world’s most successful democracies. The poldermodel, or collective bargaining economy, in which the state, employers’ organizations, trade unions and other interest groups seek to harmonize their interests, received wide international acclaim in the 1990s.12 This form of consultation is part of what, in theories of democracy, goes by the name of ‘consociational democracy’ or ‘consensus democracy’. It was mainly through the work carried out by Dutch-American political scientist Arend Lijphart since the 1960s that the Dutch political system has become the model of this type of democracy. Applied in a normative sense, consociational or consensus democracy is thought to be a preferable solution for countries covering deep ethnic, linguistic, religious or ideological rifts.13 Besides, the Dutch are – at least as much as Americans – a nation of associators, showing the highest average number of memberships of voluntary associations in the world in the 1990s.14 Today, together with Sweden and Denmark, the Netherlands still has the

highest average rate of membership, at least within Europe. Dutch society is also listed among the ‘high-trust countries’ at the top of a global civil society index.

Thus Dutch history may well be expected to be relevant to the understanding of civil society; particularly, perhaps, in relation to the development of democracy. I will address three salient issues in relation to this. The first concerns the customary limitation of the period under investigation. Most studies on civil society focus on the later eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries: the heyday of the voluntary association. The earlier period tends to be written off by historians of civil society as a society checked by the constraints of corporative bonds, tradition, and oppression by state and church. The twentieth century is out of the picture too, since the function of voluntary associations had then been taken over by formal and professional institutions such as political parties, trade unions and media responsive to public opinion. Dutch history suggests a different focus for our attention than on the nineteenth century alone. It calls for a new understanding of early modern corporatism and for a closer look at the (sometimes odd) entanglement of civil society and the constitution of democracy in the twentieth century.

Next, there is the issue of religion, often treated as a difficult element in theories of civil society. Many countries used to have, or still have, a situation of a single church holding a dominant position. Religion under these circumstances is not a matter of free choice, but a condition into which a person is born and raised. As civil society is often regarded as a condition for liberal democracy, religion has not generally been acknowledged as a force that is essential for – or even supportive of – the development of civil society. The idea of civil society has retained its eighteenth-century, Enlightenment overtones. Dutch history, however, provides arguments in favour of a much more positive assessment of religion and church in the organization of civil society.


Last but not least, the Dutch case reveals an interesting paradox in the way civil society and democracy relate to one another. It may turn out that a well-developed civil society can entail a relatively tardy, or even incomplete, development of formal democracy. Though the Netherlands is a formal democracy since the introduction of universal suffrage in 1919, there has been relatively little interest in the primacy of politics. I will demonstrate how a strong development of civil society can eventually hamper the enhancement of political democracy. Since no outline of the development of civil society and democracy in the Netherlands has yet been sketched, I will deal with these three issues in the course of a historical account.

Corporatist society as civil society?

Though the Dutch Republic shared quite a number of features with the other ‘old regimes’ of the early modern age, it was a singular phenomenon among the more or less absolutist monarchies of the period. The Republic was a highly decentralized, commercially oriented league of towns and provinces, doing without a head of state, without a ruling aristocracy, without a state bureaucracy in the making, without the order of the clergy and (except for Frisia and the eastern provinces) without a nobility of any consequence. In its social and governmental make-up, the Republic was a polity with a comparatively ‘bourgeois’ character. It also was a rather urbanized society; on average, even the most urbanized region anywhere in Europe at the time.


the province of Holland, the rate of urbanization was as high as sixty percent. Here, even the countryside was directly connected to the urban economy.21 The Republic was part of the vertical belt of small-scale, commercial, not territorially expansive and non-centralizing city-states, stretching across Europe from the Hanseatic League down to Northern Italy, and occupying a special position in the state formation theories of Rokkan and Wallerstein.22

The Dutch towns, painstakingly cultivating their positions as city republics, had a high degree of social organization and a good few public venues and spaces facilitating an urban social life and association.23 This social organization consisted in the first place of corporative or functional bodies, such as craft guilds and urban militia companies (and, mainly in the countryside, district water boards). As craft guilds were reasonably accessible, the Republic numbered thirteen hundred-odd such institutions by 1700. Guilds and town militias were not voluntary associations but public bodies, which needed the official assent of the town magistrate. Their prime function was to regulate and maintain public order. But apart from being official, regulatory bodies, the guilds and town militias also served as cultural and social institutions through their public ceremonies, festivities and prestigious lodgings. They are interesting in this respect from the perspective of civil society. Guilds and town militias were horizontal, self-governing associations of (lower) middle class citizens, which didn’t normally exclude members on grounds of religious differences. They organized the interests of a broad middle class and boosted its solidarity, social confidence and sense of responsibility.

Of a more informal, yet socially basic nature were the neighbourhood associations, in which the local residents arranged their mutual rights, obligations and assistance of their own accord.24 These were true grass-roots associations, having no need for official consent and electing their own boards. Local residents committed themselves by signing a set of bye-laws and paying a membership fee. The neighbourhood associations combined mutual aid, social surveillance and sociability, and organized the neighbourhood watches. Though this type of association gradually lost its autonomy in the second half of the seventeenth century, a strong sense of neighbourhood community appears to have survived until well into the nineteenth century.
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The Burgerweeshuis [Civic Orphanage] was founded in about 1520. It underwent several expansions and was the home for children of citizens with special rights, known as ‘poorters’. Today, the Amsterdam Historical Museum is housed where these orphans once lived. A woman leads in two children in rags and tatters while, on the left, the matron waits with new clothes. These consisted of the red and black uniform of the orphans which made them a familiar sight in the streets of Amsterdam. Adriaen Backer, Four Governesses and a Female Warden of the Civic Orphanage, 1683. Amsterdams Historisch Museum (on loan from Sociaal Agogisch Centrum het Burgerweeshuis, Photo René Gerritsen).
Furthermore, the cities accommodated an elaborate system of civic poor relief, charitable institutions and welfare endowments, taking care of orphans and the disabled, the elderly and destitute citizens. This abundance of charitable institutions was provided for by the religious communities and their churches, and partly by the municipal authorities. Although Roman Catholics, the dissenting protestant sects and Jews were only tolerated and were officially denied a public role, they were in fact allowed to provide this kind of care for their own communities. In some larger cities, they even maintained quite distinguished buildings to this end. A position within a charitable institution or welfare endowment, be it as a regent or otherwise, conferred social prestige to its holder. To maintain a dense system of charitable institutions was a matter of civic pride and competition, between the cities themselves and between the religious communities within each city.

The fact that the urban communities displayed a considerable degree of civic association and self-confidence made the Republic by no means an early democracy. At all levels of government, power rested with a patriciate of burgher Regents. The successive Stadtholders, always members of the house of Orange, formally were officials subservient to the States of the sovereign provinces, but in stages (1674-1675, 1747-1748) they rose to an independent position of power which enabled them to outclass the Regent oligarchy and to take over its patronage in parts of the country. Nowhere was the formal right to political representation deeply embedded; probably no more than half of one percent of the adult male population was eligible for election or had the vote: a much lower figure than in England.\(^{25}\) Though the urban citizenry professed the ideology of ‘urban republicanism’ – implying that citizens had established rights, liberties and obligations, either recorded or not – in actual practice, the business of government was left entirely to the Regents. Only in 1780-1787 was oligarchic rule fundamentally contested, earlier periods of unrest notwithstanding.\(^{26}\)

Given this history, and given the standards of Habermas’s ideal of a free public sphere and the nineteenth-century type of voluntary association, it is difficult to recognize a civil society or a rudimentary stage of democracy in the corporatist order of the Dutch Republic. Indeed, the guilds, militias, neighbourhood associations and church-related charitable institutions did not constitute a free domain of civic association. In part, these acted as an


extension of the local authorities; the poor relief served an economic goal by maintaining a cheap labour pool. But at the same time, these institutions unmistakably constituted an early and vital demonstration of civic and social self-organization. Citizens took responsibility for their neighbourhood, their religious community and their town. This corporatist sociability was not elitist, and was often non-denominational. Being outside of local government, the guilds, urban militias and neighbourhood associations could – and did – act as unofficial representative bodies or interest groups. They regarded themselves as the core of the citizenry, hinting at a tacit popular sovereignty they represented. They voiced their interests through requests and petitions, and not without success: probably three quarters of all requests were granted.\textsuperscript{27} The urban authorities, for their part, depended on the organized citizenry for the preservation of public order. Because of its lively public debate, the urban society of the Dutch Republic has been characterized as a ‘discussion culture’.\textsuperscript{28} Although formal participation in government was denied to the community, a pragmatic culture of bargaining between citizens and authorities gradually arose, aimed at problem-solving, channelling interests and conflicts, and socialization.

The new sociability

Alongside these forms of association, a different type of cultural sociability had emerged; one with a rather private character and that did not serve any public function. Early modern society had known fraternities, brotherhoods and chambers of rhetoric. Research is not conclusive as to the continuity of these forms of association. Some forms may have died out in the course of the seventeenth century, but there is evidence too that musical companies, chambers of rhetoric, brotherhoods, conventicles and other gatherings in a private sphere remained a common feature at this time.\textsuperscript{29} This type of sociability arose from private initiative and could survive thanks to the space the public authorities left for people to associate without official consent. Since this space was relatively broad, the practice of free social association
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appeared in the Dutch Republic well before 1700: at about the same period it
did in some German towns, in England and in Scotland, but more than half a
century earlier than in France.  

Sociability outside of corporative associations was initially a small-scale activity, chiefly being cultivated in circles of patricians and humanist scholars within their private homes. The proliferation of sociability in a new, enlightened form, took flight after 1730 in the provinces of Holland, Zeeland and Utrecht. After 1770, the other provinces followed, with the exception of the Roman Catholic provinces of Brabant and Limburg in the South. The novel spirit of association was expressed in the foundation of numerous learned societies, literary societies, reading societies, Masonic lodges and amateur scientific societies, and in the two last decades of the eighteenth century also in the formation of societies for the advancement of national reform and in political clubs. The movement was inspired by the Lockean idea, made popular through the spectatorial press, that people will improve in knowledge, reason and virtue through interchange and cooperation. If people were willing to encourage, to educate and to correct one another, sociability would advance civilization. Under certain conditions, women too could partake in sociability. As all these societies drew up bye-laws and ardently enforced these, membership was also an exercise in discipline and responsibility.

Enlightened sociability spread with the popularity of the Spectator-type of weekly or fortnightly periodicals that started in England in the early eighteenth century, and was soon adopted on the Continent, mainly in German cities and in the Netherlands. More than seventy Dutch titles are on record, published in the course of half a century. The most successful such ‘spectators’ sold a few hundred – in some cases even a few thousand – copies, but their readership was considerably larger, as they were frequently reprinted and circulated around reading societies and coffee houses. Together, these periodicals created a virtual community of readers exchanging practical, religious and moral issues, and assessments of their fellow citizens’ manners.


33 C. Baar-de Weerd, Uw sekse en de onze. Vrouwen en genootschappen in Nederland en de ons omringende landen (1750-ca. 1810) (Hilversum 2009).
and conduct. The rapid expansion of the press, together with the new type of societies and clubs, extended the public domain people lived in. Initially this new public sphere was not hostile towards the established order. It rather implied an ambitious attempt at socialization, or the realization of something that might best be called ‘burgherhood’, as it neither completely coincided with ‘citizenship’, nor with middle-class culture.

In combination with the spectatorial press, enlightened sociability introduced a new understanding of citizenship. The old legal concept of town burghership, the classic republican idea of politically active citizenship and the social status qualification ‘middle sort’ or ‘middle class’ were being transcended by a concept of social and moral citizenship. Virtues such as self-control, culture and usefulness were central to this programme, which people from all walks of life could subscribe to (at least in principle). Denied political representation, citizens turned to this programme of social and moral citizenship. According to one of the ‘spectators’ (De Borger), a good citizen was one ‘who does his part to contribute to the perfection of the civil society’.

The concept of citizenship became increasingly complicated. It had a republican tenor: regardless of their station, profession or persuasion, citizens were members of the ‘borgerlyke maatschappij’ (civil society), but this referred to the polity, the political community or ‘gemeenebest’ (commonwealth, republic). At least until the 1780s, however, citizenship implied no claim to political or democratic rights. The proper stage for the citizen in which to be active as civis was society. The language of the ‘spectators’ created something of a non-political republican citizenship: the societal republican. It is here that
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the concept of ‘society’ as a separate realm makes its appearance. At the same time, a new idea of a national community beyond the local and provincial level emerged from the spectatorial dissertations on the civil society. This concept gave rise to the establishment of the first voluntary association to go on to become a long-lasting national institution: the Maatschappij tot Nut van ’t Algemeen [Society for the Advancement of the Common Good, 1784].

During the 1780s, both the new civil sociability and the old corporative institutions underwent a rapid and heated politicization. The so-called Patriot Revolt, prompted by a widely-felt concern about the apparent decline of the Republic after the losing of an Anglo-Dutch naval battle in 1780, was basically a movement of middle-class citizens who wanted to recover the former prosperity and glory of the Republic, and blamed the Stadtholder for having bartered this away. The Patriot movement showed a mixture of old-school civic republicanism and new democratic ideals. The revived spirit of republicanism incited citizens to join the urban militias, to present claims for political reform and to demand real influence on public affairs. A novel political press emerged and many societies transformed into political clubs.

Having come to a head by 1787, the Patriot revolt was crushed by Prussian forces rallying to the aid of Stadtholder William V. But after a seven year period of Orangist restoration, the Patriot movement revived in the revolutionary Batavian Republic, resulting from a new take-over in 1795 backed by French revolutionary armies invading the Low Countries. For a few years, a contemporary, natural-law based democratic discourse extolling equality, liberty and fraternity (in that order) engulfed the Batavian Republic. Free elections, broad-based male suffrage and referenda were introduced. Women found recognition as ‘burgeres’ [female citizens]. A democratically elected National Assembly, representing the ‘Batavian people’, took over the princely quarters at The Hague. In 1798, a Jacobin Batavian constitution remoulded the old federation into a single Batavian state, and issued full citizenship to ‘all members of society’, regardless of their station or religion.
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In the wake of changing French policies since the Napoleonic takeover, however, these democratic experiments were replaced by an increasingly executive rule. French domination brought long-lasting effects such as a unitary state and intensified national feeling; but it also brought an end to a strong sense of political citizenship.

Distant politics, civil society and religion

An independent Dutch state returned under the direction of Britain and the Vienna Congress, set up as a standard Restoration monarchy under King William I of Orange, the son of the ousted Stadtholder, William V. The Kingdom of 1814-1815 had a constitution and two-Chamber representation, but any suggestion of democracy or popular sovereignty was rigorously eliminated. The Restoration order rendered the public sphere empty, reticent, and depoliticized. ‘Abstinence was deemed a civic duty’, as the liberal leader J.R. Thorbecke scornfully summarized the pre-1848 era.\(^4\) With the abolition of the old corporative bodies during the French period and the dismantling of urban autonomy, a precondition for social organization and voicing interests had disappeared, although a small-town setting remained the normal habitat of social life. There was still the widespread sociability of literary societies, reading societies, clubs, Masonic lodges and the like, but these associations scrupulously steered clear of politics. Even if there was not a particularly restrictive press regime, newspapers and periodicals generally chose to avoid controversial issues. The public mind of the Restoration period praised the alleged national virtue of ‘domestic life’, and promoted Christian love over criticism. Society was conceived of as a family-like order comprising all walks of life, under the benevolent rule of the king. William I’s policy was to place the churches and benevolent societies under indirect state supervision, and to assign them a responsibility for maintaining social harmony and disseminating morality and nationhood.\(^4\) The monarchical state of the first half of the nineteenth century may not have been very impressive by modern standards, but it was an unusual episode in Dutch history in that the state seized the initiative in supervising public life.
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To form or join an organization was not usually problematic, but the formal right of association and assembly was not expressly guaranteed in the 1814-1815 constitutions, as this was deemed unnecessary in view of the liberal traditions of the nation. Until 1848, the Napoleonic Code Pénal articles 291-294 remained in force, prescribing that societies and associations needed government consent. In actual practice, this legal provision was only enforced if social order seemed threatened: for instance in 1834, when a radical religious group broke away from the Dutch Reformed church to set up as an independent church (the Afscheiding). The right of association and assembly was eventually established in 1848, when a liberal reform of the constitution was conceded in order to avoid the Netherlands being dragged into the revolutionary turmoil seizing Europe. The liberal constitutional committee, presided over by Leiden professor Thorbecke, explicitly aimed to activate the burgerij – indicating both ‘the middle classes’ and ‘the citizenry’ – and to obtain from it a public commitment. To this end, the 1848 constitution not only established direct suffrage but also whole-heartedly subscribed to the principle of voluntary association, although in the final version a provision was laid down to secure public order, with the rather obvious purport of preventing religious agitation. Though the formation of trade unions was hampered until 1872 by French legislation against workers’ coalitions still being in force, the authorities left associations of petty bourgeois artisans and self-help initiatives undisturbed. The more or less liberal governments in power after 1848 never took recourse to legal restrictions to hinder political association. Whereas the revolutions of 1848-1849 ended in a period of repression in most countries, the peaceful constitutional reform in the Netherlands established the right of association.

Whether legally endorsed or not, the level of organization in Dutch society remained high. One author mapping in 1851 the system of church-related, private and government-sponsored charity, benevolent, educational, moral reform and poor relief institutions that were active in Amsterdam alone, needed a volume of five hundred densely printed pages to achieve
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Johannes de Mare, A Ladies’ Art Viewing in Arti et Amicitiae, Undated.
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Each of the more than twenty acknowledged religious communities ran their own organizations providing poor relief, charity, education and reform. There were many private, non-ecclesiastical initiatives too. Most towns could boast such a profusion of charity organizations, run by (upper) middle-class citizens. Characteristic of this long Dutch tradition of charity is the mixture of social control, civic self-affirmation, Christian inspiration and genuine social involvement it demonstrated.

The ‘spirit of association’ practiced in gentlemen’s clubs, reading, amateur scientific, choral, musical and recitation societies was thought to be a national feature. It is estimated that there were more than a thousand reading societies in the first half of the nineteenth century, and a similar number of recitation societies is on record. Choral societies too appear to have enjoyed a widespread popularity, and not only in middle-class circles. Perhaps ten to fifteen percent of the population participated in cultural sociability. Dutch society of the age may have looked strangely egalitarian to foreign visitors, but actually it was a rather static order, composed of ‘circles’ and subtle social distinctions. It is assumed that most types of voluntary association had a predominantly (upper) middle-class membership. The programme of middle-class values and sociability was in principle inclusive, but in fact it tended to exclude women, lower-class people, Roman Catholics and especially Jews. In the first half of the nineteenth century, voluntary associations probably comprised a smaller and more elitist section of the population than Old Regime urban corporatism had. Still, the practice of sociability spread after 1840, and even more after 1870, reaching lower social classes too. At the turn of the century, a medium-sized city such as Haarlem numbered about five hundred associations, some of these having a good thousand members.
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An interesting new phenomenon was the reform movements emerging about 1840, inspired by British and American models. These single-issue movements, advocating the abolition of slavery, prostitution or the stamp tax, or promoting temperance and morality, were meant to act on public opinion. Contrary to most cultural societies, which generally had a semi-private character, these reform organizations were directed outwards. While only intending to influence social consciousness, their actions contributed to raising political opinion at a time when there were as yet no political parties. However, even these organizations had a mainly (upper) middle-class following. Comprising a few thousand supporters, they were nothing like the English and American mass movements; neither did they aspire to be. It was not their intention to stir mass feelings. Through their modest conduct, they wanted to conform to the style of the upper middle-class political establishment.52

The reform movements draw attention to the fact that religion constituted a strong incentive to partake in social activity. Sociability had long been dominated by upper middle-class citizens of a liberal, Dutch Reformed persuasion. A rather middle-of-the-road Christian frame of mind was part and parcel of the nineteenth-century concept of citizenship. After 1850 however, orthodox Protestants also started to associate. From the rapidly expanding evangelical youth movement, they set up a nationwide web of organized orthodox Protestants engaging in all kinds of social activities. Although orthodox Protestants principally repudiated both the modern world and alternative religious creeds, their religious zeal was in fact conducive to taking on a more public role and intensifying their social participation.53 Roman Catholics, too, began to organize within their community. The widespread disaffection of confessional communities with the liberal education policy prompted a mass petition movement in 1878, mobilizing ‘the nation behind the voters’. As was demonstrated in 1853, when two hundred thousand Protestants petitioned against the Roman Catholic church organization being restored, religious issues were the most powerful incentive for political action.54

52 Maartje Janse, De afschaffers. Publieke opinie, organisatie en politiek in Nederland 1840-1880 (Amsterdam 2007).
53 Annemarie Houkes, Christelijke vaderlanders. Godsdienst, burgerschap en de Nederlandse natie, 1850-1900 (Amsterdam 2009); Hanneke Hoekstra, Het hart van de natie. Morele verontwaardiging en politieke verandering in Nederland 1870-1919 (Amsterdam 2005).
After 1870, a process of social association according to confessional alignment started, which was to dominate Dutch politics and society until well into the 1960s. Organized sociability was expanding and opening up to new groups. At the same time, political organization and participation rose to a higher level. Politicization and the democratization of sociability were accompanied by an expanding and diversifying press. After the repeal of the stamp tax in 1869, the number of newspapers and periodicals rose impressively. Around 1850, there had been ninety-two periodicals and nine newspapers with a total circulation under a hundred thousand. At the turn of the century, some thousand periodicals and more than seventy newspapers were being published, reaching well over a million readers out of a total population of five million. Newspapers and periodicals have the capacity to connect readers and to turn people with common interests or views on life into a virtual community. Above, amongst and across the multitude of voluntary associations and citizens’ organizations, the press both unites and shapes communities, and therefore is of vital importance to a civil society. In the Dutch case, both the press and sociability had a small-scale, close-knit and nation-wide structure.

The subservient democracy

The expansion and heightening of social organization about 1900 and during the first part of the twentieth century took the form known as ‘pillarization’. Being able to organize in isolation made it possible for orthodox Protestants and Roman Catholics to shepherd their confessional life principles through the moral perils of the modern age. To the socialist workers’ movement, a policy of edification and enhancing discipline within their own ranks served as a means to command respect, to shame the corrupted bourgeoisie, and to give an imposing demonstration of unity and power. Being part of an emancipating community subjected people to the moral and social discipline exerted by their ‘confederates of faith’, reminiscent of Ernest Gellner’s ‘tyranny of cousins’. People were free to join, but there was limited room for choice. While opening up to new social strata, the public sphere broke up into compartments in the course of the process. The confessional communities and the socialists aimed for recognition and emancipation as a group. As a result, Dutch society was imbued with discipline and social convention until

56 See the article by James Kennedy on religion in this issue.
well into the 1960s. Having been a ‘deferential society’ up to the end of the nineteenth century as a consequence of socio-economic inequality and the system of charity, Dutch society entered a new period of conduct-regulation as a consequence of collective emancipation. Even the non-sectarian media shared in this culture and generally demonstrated a restrained attitude. The system of pillarization may have restricted the individual, but the sense of security provided by the circle of sympathizers strongly encouraged people to join and to organize. As a result, civil association in all domains of life – be it cultural activities, sports, hobbies, or politics – rose to a very high level. By holding office on a committee, in a trade union or on a local council, newcomers acquired experience and gained confidence in assuming responsibility and running an institution. Through the roundabout route of association in segregation, pillarization turned out to be an alternative route to national integration.

The formation of confessional subcultures was given an ideological foundation in 1880, when the neo-Calvinist clergyman and political leader Abraham Kuyper formulated the principle of ‘sovereignty in one’s own circle’. The papal encyclicals Immortale Dei (1885), Rerum novarum (1891) and Quadragesimo Anno (1931) developed a Roman-Catholic social theory on principles such as the ‘societas perfecta’ and ‘subsidiarity’. These principles referred to the idea of an organic or corporative society as it was thought to have existed in mediaeval and early modern times. According to this view, each circle of life, such as the family, educational institutions, work, science, church and the nation, had its own function and ought to be protected from state interference. Both principles were directed against liberal individualism, democratic majority rule and the liberal fiction of the impartial state. Orthodox Protestants and Roman Catholics regarded the liberal educational acts as a
demonstration of state oppression. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, when state intervention started to expand, the confessional parties made it their principle to curtail state power, or else to divert it to their own use.

This policy would prove of quite some consequence to the development of democracy in the Netherlands. The revised Dutch constitution of 1848 had turned the monarchical order into a parliamentary system by curtailing the king’s executive power, introducing full ministerial responsibility and investing parliament with new powers. Yet, under the new poll tax system, no more than about ten percent of adult males were enfranchised (about eighteen percent in municipal elections). It took time to put the new parliamentary system into practice, and politics tended to remain very much an upper-class matter. Parliament operated at a safe distance from society. The franchise was extended in 1887 and 1896, eventually giving the vote to about fifty percent of adult males. The constitutional reform of 1917 (amended in 1919) granted universal suffrage to men, and from 1919 also to women.

A comparative historical investigation into the establishment of liberal democracy reveals four patterns. A first group of countries realized universal (male) suffrage at an early stage, a second group went through a bumpy course of radical progress followed by reaction, and in a third group the process stagnated, only to be resumed in the twentieth century. The Netherlands belong, together with Belgium, Great Britain, Denmark, Norway and Sweden to a fourth group of countries with a rather regular, periodical expansion of the franchise, attaining universal franchise about 1918. Important as the 1917 constitutional reform in the Netherlands was in resolving some long-standing political issues, formal democracy seems to have been achieved as if in passing. Popular sovereignty was not invoked then, nor has it been ever since. Since the short-lived constitution of 1798, the Dutch political system has always done without definitions or allocations of sovereignty, leaving such issues to practice. Besides, democracy as such was far from undisputed by 1918. Neither the upper middle-class liberals nor the orthodox Protestants, nor the Roman-Catholics (who made up about forty percent of the nation), nor the socialists championed parliamentary democracy as a principle. To the socialists, this was initially no more than a phase or a means to an end. Liberals had thrown in the towel, but found compensation in the new system of proportional representation, which safeguarded the position of minorities. The confessional parties preferred corporative or organic representation to democratic individualism and majority rule. However, since the 1870s, all parties had more or less contributed to the realization of universal suffrage, either hoping to control the process or to secure a proportional share of power.


TEEKENT HET

VOLKSPETITIONNEMENT VOOR ALGEMEEN KIESRECHT
Universal suffrage resulted in a lasting majority for the confessional parties, a stable twenty-five percent following for socialism, and a fifteen percent share for liberal parties. Parliament and government now became the arena in which the strongly organized communities bargained. The confessional parties shielded their separate domains of church, schools, aid and health care institutions from interference by the public authorities. Typical of the Dutch situation was the ascendancy of organized society over the political domain. As the confessional groups, the social democrats and the liberals attached great value to association, the organizational level of society was very high. Political representation was but a part of these societal conglomerates. Government was seen as merely a ‘partner’ in a complex of trade unions, employers’ associations, federations of all sorts and sizes and consultative bodies, either state subsidized or not. This neo-corporatist system was democratic, in the sense that citizens and government were connected through numerous intermediary organizations. It was also steeped in vested interests and made both democracy and citizens politically inert and little disposed towards innovation. State power, expanding in the course of the twentieth century, became wrapped up in a complex of organizations representing citizens’ interests. Political rhetoric played its part in upholding ideological distinctions, but in fact Dutch politics was characterized by pragmatism and a managerial approach.

In conclusion

Having reached its peak by 1960, the pillarized system then rapidly started to disintegrate. In the 1960s and 1970s, Dutch society zealously scrutinized its democracy. This whirl of reform brought about a thorough democratization of society and culture, but not of the political system. At the same time, the welfare state was taking over from the system of private social welfare institutions. A statist bureaucracy expanded in the process. In accordance with the ideology of the market that pervaded government policies since the 1980s, welfare, educational, housing and humanitarian aid organizations were supposed to operate as commercial companies. In the meantime the citizens, who formerly had been the members and supporters of a society based system of institutions, withdrew from the old associations such as trade unions and the political parties. As a consequence, citizens became customers. Nevertheless, the degree of social participation and association remains extensive, although there is a tendency towards more impersonal...
and noncommittal, ‘chequebook’ or virtual forms of association. Today’s assertive ‘monitory citizens’ make use of other means to voice their interests and to scrutinize power, whether political or commercial. They use the media, open forums, consultative and deliberative bodies, legal action, professional lobbies, pressure and action groups and NGOs to exert influence.

All in all, consensus democracy has proven to suit a densely organized, pluralistic and heterogeneous society. The proportional representation system, established in 1917, has been found to be quite responsive to minorities. It has demonstrated that the emphasis in Dutch democracy is on representation, rather than on the executive power of government. Consensus democracy has managed to reduce or channel social conflict, be it class struggle or religious tensions. It has also managed to transform the Netherlands into a successful, highly competitive industrial and post-industrial welfare state. On the other hand, consensus democracy tends towards the paternalistic, complacent and managerial. It has proven slow to recognize and to counter deep undercurrents of change in the general mindset or in public opinion. Constituting one of the most corporatist systems among industrial democracies in the world, the Dutch polity has been typified as ‘an orchestra with no conductor’. The contemporary shift ‘from government to governance’ in Western democracies has a long history in the Netherlands. This tendency however is not conducive to enhancing people’s commitment to politics.

This article set out to argue, firstly, that early-modern urban corporatist society as it operated in the Dutch Republic may rank as a form of civil society; secondly, that religion, both moderate and zealous, can and did enhance the formation of civil society and democracy; and thirdly, that a strong civil society can eventually impede further development of formal, political democracy. In general, Dutch history appears to constitute a perfect example of the way civil society is conducive to the rise of democracy. It meets four requirements mentioned by Philip Nord in this respect. Nord points to early tolerance on the part of the authorities with regard to social association. A second precondition would be stable integration of the countryside into
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the civil life of the nation. The third involves a positive role for religious inspiration, particularly of dissenting and evangelical fervour, in nineteenth-century urban culture. The fourth requirement concerns the extent to which the parliamentary system was established at the emergence of mass politics. All four preconditions fully apply to the Dutch case. Even the attitude and position of Dutch Roman Catholicism favoured the formation of civil society.70

Looking for continuity in the Dutch political system over the last two centuries is problematic. But there is an unmistakable legacy when it comes to society and practices. Since the seventeenth century at least, Dutch society has demonstrated a high degree of organization, mainly within an urban or small-town setting: first through corporative bodies and church-related charity institutions, later also through a plethora of voluntary associations, with either a more private or a more public character. There were always strong social ties connecting citizens horizontally and vertically. This social environment trained citizens in social skills, fostered their sense of commitment, opened up ways for them to voice their interests and taught them to bargain. This ‘social capital’ however didn’t automatically create a need for democratization.

Indeed, the wealth of Dutch ‘social capital’ appears to have been accumulated at the expense of political zeal. Apart from a few short periods, Dutch society did not usually take a great interest in politics as such. There has always been a dislike of political dissent and a tendency toward political indifference. This attitude arose from a concept of citizenship which highlights not political but social activity. When, at the end of the nineteenth century, politics democratized, it was in fact being colonized by a segmenting

civil society. Politics and democracy have since been treated as mere agents in the service of societal interests. As a result, they have taken on managerial features.

Today, Dutch citizens indicate that they highly value their democracy, but dislike politics. They claim a further democratization of the system, yet do not consider this a prime issue. Successful initiatives to enhance democracy chiefly focus on ‘interactive policymaking’ and forms of deliberation. They do not entail reforms of the political system. This pattern reveals that citizens only partly associate democracy with politics. In their view, democratic achievements such as equality, freedom of expression, self-fulfilment and prosperity are embedded in society and culture. The principles of social democracy and mass culture have become internalized. The strong development of society in the Netherlands appears to have produced the illusion that politics, even democratic politics, is fairly irrelevant. Thus Dutch democracy demonstrates the strengths, as well as the limitations, of being rooted in civil society.
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The religious history of the Netherlands during the last two centuries exhibits some of the same dynamics and tensions as those evidenced in neighbouring countries. This article selects from religious history three historiographical issues salient to transnational patterns. The first pertains to Dutch church-state relations in the nineteenth century, most notably a relatively early disestablishment. The second theme concerns the so-called ‘pillarization’ (verzuiling) of Dutch society, and to what extent pillarization – to the extent it is a useful concept at all – can be regarded as a quintessentially ‘Dutch’ way to manage religious pluralism. The last theme focuses on secularization, a concept which historians have used to analyse the decline of organized religion in the Netherlands, particularly the sharp decline in religious participation and adherence after 1960. Religion, however, has remained an important focus of debate in recent decades, as the Dutch sought again to renegotiate the politics of pluralism.

In religious terms, the modern Netherlands has been a country of paradoxes. For the last century, the numbers of those disclaiming any religious affiliation have been among the highest in Europe, a phenomenon strengthened by the absence of a state church. At the same time, the country’s public life in the last two centuries has been characterized by uncommonly powerful religious movements that shaped – and to some degree still shape – the fields of politics, education and media. A Protestant country (nearly two-thirds of its population were so identified in the nineteenth century) with a historically Protestant-dominant state, the Netherlands became, by the mid-twentieth century, a country where the fulcrum of power lay in the hands of the Catholic political party (Katholieke Volkspartij), who represented a large and rather well-disciplined religious minority.  

An Islamic power – insofar